Report from Guy Davison our Commodore about his latest
adventure sailing across the Atlantic.
On ARC Rally 2019
What is the ARC Rally?
The ARC (Atlantic Rally for Cruisers) was first conceived in 1986. It started out as a safe
way to cross the Atlantic in the company of other yachts. Since then it has grown, turned
into more of a race, become more and more competitive and attracted bigger and faster
yachts. Now over 200 yachts take part in it each year.

The ARC is a rally of suitable yachts sailing from Las Palmas in the Canaries to St Lucia in the eastern
Caribbean, so going West across the whole Atlantic. The Event organisers, World Sailing, are wonderful folk with
boat safety and sailor nurturing at their heart, but also great hosts with a celebration of sailing being at the centre
of their activities.

Getting Involved
Since Guy retired from paid work, he now works for free, his decision making has been somewhat suspect, so
when he was approached by two young Itchenor based firefly sailors to join them sailing across the Atlantic, he
agreed, though after a few weeks of consideration. Guy's nature is risk averse and just looking up the boat's
rigging gave him a nauseous feeling, rather like when up the long ladder at home cleaning the gutters. But the
idea had appeal, though two of the crew, Alice and Arthur aged 6 and 8 gave food for thought! So the crew was
to be 4 adults and 2 youngsters, though both were given buoyancy aids at their christenings!
Yacht Moody 47
On to the yacht itself, Alisara's a Moody 47, moulded in Plymouth and finished off in Southampton which looked
splendid with months of refurbishment done by Douglas and Hermione Pattison, two fun loving class stalwarts,
but with Douglas also having loads of international 14 campaigning under his belt. Just as well as Guy's
asymmetric experience involved a lot of swimming in his 4000... The other adult in the crew was Dave the Rave
on the medium wave, a solid Welsh baritone with encyclopaedic music knowledge and predictably a sound
singing voice. His kiting/foiling, 800 and 14 dinghy experience was another big bonus not forgetting his IT and
COMs skills too.
Compared with Fireflying there is a lot more instrument power involved afloat, but the principles are so, so similar
barring capsizes. Of course, things can break as the inevitable power in the rig has to go somewhere whereas
we just usually fall over in dinghies, don't we?

Provisions
Now for the trip's food. The menu plan for 20 plus days, the anticipated journey time, broken down into veggies,
meat, fruit, fluids for 6 hungry crew needing a minimum of three meals a day plus snacks. Basically, Hermione
bought a veg and a meat business. Obviously with a Welshman on board leeks had to feature. Long
lasting veg, cabbages red and white were ones to be "enjoyed" later in the trip. Peppers and courgette-based
meals were up for early eating. Aubergines in a tart tartan were mid trip, and a delicious one at that,
being one of Douglas' signature dishes.

Storage on a decent sized yacht is interesting and one has to choose which food type one wants to share in their
bunk on the voyage. No cupboard, chair interior or berth is spared some morsel! Some of the 10 cabbages
ended up in a crate in the heads!

Departure
So off we set at 12.30 on 24th November, with four dinghy sailors pushing for a kite up start near the pin in Las
Palmas with a Spanish warship on committee boat duty. Leaving the docking area, we were given a motivating
send off by families and friends, and the locals on every side of the harbour walls and a St Lucian brass band
playing calypso and all about shouting, dancing and waving. Leaving harbour was suddenly sad as the departing
fanfare faded.

Evening four gave us the chance to fly the kite at night, but constantly assessing the right time to wrap it up and
reduce sail whilst pulling out the no 1 jib. We enjoyed 7-10 knots and hoofed along at up to 8 knots. We
efficiently reduced sail as wind increased to 11+ knots, but as we grew more competent, we carried it longer into
a freshening breeze. Curiously this beautiful asymmetric follows the same colour scheme as Guy's multicoloured
90's buoyancy aid which drew much adverse comment at the time. Thankfully the Whomper looks very smart in
those colours, whereas my buoyancy aid everyone assured me did not.

Contact & Safety
Daily contact with our competitor “net” is a part of the routine, both for safety, advice and fun, especially useful
with younger crew members. Games of battleships and quizzes over the radio proved very amusing to create
and hear. Of course, favourite tunes, news of fish catches and evening meal choice all naturally featured, and
surprisingly too poems, which Guy, for inexplicable reasons felt he could partake in.... The result caused all who
heard it reach for a soporific.
Hitting the halfway point was a brilliant excuse to celebrate so Hermione and Douglas magically produced mars
bar ice creams and magnums for all and especially Alice and Arthur. 1300 nms. achieved, but we’d sailed
already an extra 200 going initially South to find the Easterly trade winds, so had sailed nearer 1500.
Dave the Rave our COMs and IT expert had a busy routine, doing updates on our ETA, forecasts of corrected
time after handicap, position analysis and updates on the hopefully interesting Alisara website, followed by
friends and families. The estimated positions and leader board was shared by e mail with our class boats as a
daily routine, such commitment! This included photos, some short videos and occasional madness such as
Guy's poem about the Whomper, our colourful asymmetric. Of course, wind and position updates also came
down the Internet with the help of Iridium's services, the satnav. This resulted in loads of discussion and
decisions to be made after all we had four dinghy sailors on board!

Squall
Last night at dinner prep time we experienced a pretty full on squall, giving us a veering wind with a gust of 38
knots at its front and then some sustained 20+ knots wind. As I was making a curry at the time, I missed the rain
but saw the boat throw up a wash above galley eye height on both sides, just like a firefly in f5 but this was briefly
f8 and we weigh 17.5 tons. Squeaky bottom time.... Alisara and the owners seemed non plussed by it all,
whereas my risk averse nature sensed drama, thankfully proven wrong!

We sensed and viewed various cast adrift yachts mostly on our radar screen! Two mini Transat yachts and one
33ft catamaran drifted close by, proving the ARC advisers right that too many sailors abandon their yachts too
soon in an emergency. Approximate positions at midnight were e mailed but you still need to calculate proximity
from the course and speed reported, never easy at night when little sleep deprived, focused on driving one’s own
course safely, in f4 and bobbing along on Atlantic 3-4 metre rollers with, at best, poor light! We think one was
within 3nms, and that seemed rather too close for comfort at the time.

Now in the last two full days of sail with only 325 miles left and 192 nms. achieved yesterday, we adults are
planning the first three drinks orders. One must get one’s priorities right! The kids just want to run about again on
land and see fellow ARC youth friends. It has been an amazing experience in every sense, learning about the
boat, the weather, the seas, the kids, their home teaching at sea, cooking and our own life stories. It is amazing
how one dips in and back in our own stories looking at our different paths that us to sharing such an amazing trip.
Would I do it all again? Just give me some land time, r and r and some good beers, and I am pretty certain it
would be a massive yes, though after genning up more on navigation and COMs skills where I felt I wasn't pulling
enough weight when it was needed in a hurry. Thanks must abundantly go to Douglas and Hermione Pattison,
and to Dave, and Arthur (Capt. Earwig) and Alice (occasionally Malice) the generally delightful and amazingly
tolerant, in the circumstances, children, and my dear wife Frances (Faggot) for absolutely encouraging me all
along to join ship and go, so releasing me from house and horse maintenance duties and apparently an awfully
wet and miserable 4 weeks of weather back home.

